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As an advisor, making a commitment to and fully utilizing the Redtail CRM is a key 
component to providing exceptional client service and gathering critical insights into 
client and prospect needs and behaviors. 

The Redtail CRM is a powerful tool that allows for indispensable data collection and 
encourages office efficiency that can both protect advisors and provide opportunities like 
never before. The benefits, however, are heavily reliant on the information stored within it. 
Advisors’ ability to gather and input important client information into Redtail is essential 
for the success and implementation of the platform.

The Client Meeting Routine
For most advisors, client meetings are a daily, crucial part of existence. Meetings that 
occur from early morning until late into the evening.

The data gathered during these meetings is incredibly valuable; providing insights into the 
best course of action and identifying new opportunities for current clients or providing 
detailed meeting information that can help land a potential client.

The Note-Taking Process
Despite best intentions, the copious details advisors  write down during the day often look 
like a disorganized series of illegible notes when referred to later.

That crucial tidbit of information that is needed, and thought would be remembered, 
is lost somewhere in the margin of the yellow legal pad. Once located, a short recap of 
the meeting is typed into the CRM, trying to capture as much information as the notes 
provide. The rest is left to memory.



“ 
Did you know that 2/3 of our short term memory is lost one 
hour after a meeting. 90% of client meeting information is 
lost after 24 hours!
-- The Ebbinghaus Forgetting Curve

The Mobile Transcription Solution
With this in mind, consider the same scenario, only instead of relying on memory and a 
series of handwritten notes for later access, mobile transcription immediately captures the 
meeting notes and, equally important, your impressions, thoughts, and ideas following the 
meeting. Picture this:

1. You meet with the client.

2. Immediately after the meeting, find a quiet location and call a mobile transcription 
service from your cell phone.

3. Speak your notes.

• Within just a few minutes, an entire page of notes can be dictated that would 
have taken 20-30 minutes to type.

• Think of how much more detail is recalled when notes are recorded within 
minutes of a meeting. More detailed meeting notes translates into more 
opportunity for successful client relationships.

4. Your notes are delivered by email within a few hours, and post automatically into 
Redtail.

• Mobile transcription integration with CRM software streamlines the note-taking 
process and gives advisors an easy way to enter detailed client information into 
the CRM.

Mobile transcription offers these unique services and more, providing the safety net 
needed to ensure that vital information gathered day-to-day is captured in a complete 
manner for future reference.



THOUGHTS FROM RICK WILLIAMSON  
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Describe the importance of your technology integrations to help streamline work flow, 
encourage CRM adoption, eliminate human error, and provide access to important 
client information.

The core idea behind a CRM and applications working  in unison is that your CRM can 
become the central hub of focus for relationship management and data retention. Those 
two cannot go without one another. Clients are not just interested in the data points you 
have for them; data points need to be coupled with established, meaningful advisor-client 
relationships. 

By integrating the Redtail CRM with numerous other financial planning software 
platforms and tools, advisors now have the ability to take those relationships, and that 
data, and have them cause a ripple effect through their book. Aggregators and custodians 
can push key account information into the CRM for better data mining and segmentation. 

Planning software now gives advisors the ability to grab key information and numbers and 
use them within Redtail. Coupled with a dictation service such as Mobile Assistant means 
quick and easy documentation of client interactions and makes those detailed notes 
readily accessible in the Redtail dashboard. 

While no single software can address every single advisor need, integrating several 
services that are the best at what they do give advisors a full, top-if-the-line suite of tools 
at their disposal, all working together, integrating with one another, to make life and 
relationship building easier.

Can we hear your thoughts on dictation and how Mobile Assistant works with Redtail?

Let’s face it. Note taking is already difficult as it is. Along with the constant threat of 
human error, you have to deal with forgetfulness, lack of detail, late note entry, and items 
lost in translation. Mobile Assistant already  removes a lot of these issues right off the bat 
with their team of dedicated, professional dictation experts. 



Their application, and the ease-of-use they offer, even if you’re in your car after a meeting, 
makes recording thoughts and notes easier than it’s ever been. The final whammy with all 
of this is the integration with Redtail. Your CRM is your hub, the place where you store 
and track all of your client interactions, notes and activities. 

By integrating Mobile Assistant and Redtail, you can have the powerful tool of a dictation 
service feeding directly into your CRM. By tying in professional dictation specialists into 
your CRM, it’s like you have an army of personal assistants at your disposal to make sure 
that you have the most clean and complete notes in your database for reference, history, 
and building on those important relationships.
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Transcription templates help advisors in two very important 
ways:

1. Templates provide an outline with important questions that advisors need to 
answer during a client meeting recap. 
Mobile Assistant works with compliance officers and individual advisors to design 
templates that are specific to the needs of the broker dealer or the individual. This 
information could include important sections such as:

• Follow Up/Next Steps

• Hold Recommendation

• Meeting Outcome/Objectives

2. Transcription templates standardize note format. 
Every note that is dictated to Mobile Assistant utilizing a template is delivered 
in the specific format which has been customized with the advisor’s signature 
information. More professional, standardized notes make finding specific client 
meeting information a much easier task when expediency is a must.

Types of Transcription Services
Because options exist, it is important to understand the quality and functionality 
differences of the wide variety of transcription services available from different providers 
and choose the one that best suits your needs.

Voice-to-text Options:
Many voice-to-text solutions are available to advisors. Each type of voice-to-text solution 
has a level of quality and turnaround time that will dramatically impact the success of 
mobile dictation and an advisor’s business. For client meeting notes, accuracy of the notes 
should be the number one factor when choosing a voice-to-text solution.



How do they rank?
Mobile transcription provides advisors a great tool that can drastically increase the 
power of Redtail. By eliminating the difficulty associated with entering client meeting 
information, a CRM with an abundance of client data is just a short dictation away.

Learn more at MobileAssistant.us and sign up for a free trial right on 
the Redtail CRM dashboard next to Mobile Assistant Messages (see 
image below).  Please call 888-373-1916 for a walk-through.


